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Story ideas for print and broadcast media

NATION HEADED FOR DEPRESSION-ERA HOUSING CRI
"I see one-third of a nation ill-housed, ill-clad, ill-nourished," said Franklin
Delano Roosevelt in 1937. In terms of housing, FDR's bleak observations will be as
valid in the year 2000 as they were in the Depression.
By 2000, one-third of all Americans and 70 percent of the poor will face the
problems of inadequate or unaffordable housing, according to Mary Jo Huth, a
University of Dayton professor of sociology.
"Nothing so clearly demonstrates the need for a new housing policy in the United
States thar. the crisis of homelessness," said Huth, who recently presented a paper
on the topic in Rome at the International Institute of Sociology. According to
Ruth's research, conservative estimates put the number of America's homeless between
655,000 and 1 million.
Single-parent families and the elderly are hit especially
hard. Based on demographic trends predicted for the 1990s, Huth believes that over
the next decade the United States should supply 1.7 million new affordable starter
homes for young families; 1.7 million new or substantially rehabilitated units
suited to the needs of frail elderly persons; and 3.5 million new or substantially
rehabilitated rental units for low- and moderate-income households.
For media interviews, contact Mary Jo Huth at (513) 434-5807.

UD PROFESSOR SAYS "EXECUTIVE" VISION NURTURED
BY A CEO'S ABILITY TO INTERNALIZE FIRM'S VALUES
Burger King takes the "burger wars" seriously by consistently knocking its
competition in commercials and print advertisements. McDonald's, on tne otner nana,
aggressively promotes its own products without relying on comparison tactics. ~acn
approach, though radically different, demonstrates "executive vision," said Kumar
Chittipeddi, an assistant professor of management at the University of Dayton whose
research focuses on CEOs and the role of strategic change.
According to Chittipeddi's research, good executives must define and
internalize their firm's values--and then promote them. Can executive vision be
passed down the chain of command? Chittipeddi thinks so. Executive vision, he
said, can be nurtured by hiring visionaries in key positions, through the planning
and decision-making process, in formal talks to staffers by the CEO, and through an
award system.
Chittipeddi, who did his Ph.D. dissertation in 1986 on the president of Penn
State University's vision for the· institution, is currently working in UD' s
Management Development Center with a local Fortune 500 company to strengthen the
firm's executive vision.
For media interviews, contact Kumar Chittipeddi at (513) 229-2021 or 293-7778.
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For further information or assistance in scheduling interviews, contact Public Relations and University Communications, 229-3241.

